Progress continues on Orange Line Transformation projects. At Wellington Yard and Vehicle Maintenance Facility construction is ongoing, and at Oak Grove and Sullivan crews continue to make progress on Traction Power upgrades. See our latest updates below.

Traction Power Substations: Modernize the third rail power supply to reduce the risk of service disruptions; develop a power system capable of supporting additional Orange Line service

- **This Week** | At Oak Grove crews continued preparing the existing floor to install the new epoxy flooring system. At Sullivan (Maffa Bridge) crews are performing electrical duct bank repairs

- **Lookahead** | At Sullivan, crews are planning to install a new power feed to the mobile traction power substation. At Oak Grove crews will be installing new electrical equipment in the substation
Wellington Yard and Maintenance Facility Updates

**Wellington Yard**: Upgrade Wellington Yard to increase service capacity, replace outdated infrastructure, and enhance safety.

- **This Week** | Crews continued with new track and switch machine and wires installation in the south yard of Wellington
  - **Lookahead** | Crews will be replacing additional yard tracks in the south yard

**Wellington Maintenance Facility**: Modernize the Vehicle Maintenance Facility to improve vehicle maintenance; reducing customer wait times, provide cleaner cars, and deliver safer operations.

- **This Week** | Crews installed new electrical lighting and fire alarm systems and replaced tracks in the facility
  - **Lookahead** | Electricians and plumbers will continue working on fire alarm system

---

*Schedule subject to change with weather conditions and in accordance with public health directives. Project percentages represent the value of the installed work.*